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Ollantaytambo is a mighty place to die and 
many of might have done so.   

Juanita was not mighty and may have been 
unaware of history.  She was 52 years of age, 
visiting the Sacred Valley from her home in 
Argentina.   With her son she had walked 
behind us up the hill to view the Inca storage 
warehouses, located on the hill opposite Manco 
Inca’s fortress.  

It was a long way down.

Ollantaytambo is a living Inca city and it is said  
to represent a fusion of Christian values with  
the ancient Inca culture.

Hernando Pizarro, the youngest of the Spanish 
conquistador brothers, reached Ollantaytambo  
in 1536 to capture the Inca emperor Manco.  
The great Inca grandson of the architectural 
genius of Machu Picchu was only 20 years old  
at the time.  Hernando was a large, arrogant 
man who spurned lesser mortals and he did  
not enjoy having his aspirations crushed.

Like his more famous brothers, Hernando 
used a cloak of Catholicism to justify plunder  
of a society that he never sought to  
understand.

The Inca fortress on the hill at Ollantaytambo 
proved impregnable to Hernado’s invincible  
cavalry and shiny steel swords.  The Incas  
simply hurled rocks at the Christians from on  
high.  

Gravity works.  With the Spanish horses in  
disarray, Manco Inca then reversed the water  
flow in his irrigation channels and flooded the  
valley to the height of the horse’s chests.    
They could not swim.

Hernando Pizarro’s retreat over the mountains  
to the safety of Cusco magnified his indignity.  
Manco Inca’s insurgency was to outlast the  
Pizarro’s reign by three years.

We did not see Juanita fall but our waiter at the 
hotel that evening witnessed it while sitting on 
his outdoor toilet in the village below.  As you 
do.  He watched her fall around 120 metres, 
rolling over many times until she landed near 
the ruins of an Inca lookout.  Juanita’s son 
watched in horror from above.

Juanita landed near the site of a mighty Pizarro 
atrocity half a millenium before.  

Hernando’s oldest brother Franciso, the  
Spanish governor of Peru, attempted to  

capture Manco Inca in 1539, this time from his  
retreat in the Amazon jungle (Vilcabamba).  
The Pizarro jungle operation failed but there  
was one consolation.   Francisco recaptured  
Manco’s wife Cura Ocllo, who had escaped  
and travelled through the Andean peaks to  
rejoin her first husband and lover Manco Inca.  

For Gonzalo Pizarro had stolen Inca Emperor’s 
wife soon after his arrival in Cusco.  Francisco  
chose to vent his fury on the newly  
recaptured Inca Queen.  

As the Spanish army retreated to  
Ollantaytambo, Francisco ordered his soldiers  
to rape the Inca Queen.  She covered herself  
in foul excrement in an attempt to ward off  
her attackers.  The soldiers stripped her naked,  
tied her to a stake in public in the village  
square and began beating her.  Archers  
impaled her limbs to the ground with bamboo  
pointed arrows.  Despite this torture Cura  
Ocllo did not cry out.   

Some of the Spanish soldiers were taken  
aback at this treatment and considered it  
“completely unworthy of a sane Christian  
man”.  Pizarro was punishing the Inca Queen  

Continued on page 4...

Ollantaytambo
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As I write this, the flu has started to bite, although a little later this year 
than usual.

At my Better Half ’s school, the students’ nasal and sinus organ music 
reached a mid-term crescendo, with a peak in staff illness in the week 
leading up to Wattle Day. Up to a dozen staff were away on any one 
day, causing lots of hoarse muffled early morning phone calls to the 
Head of High School, asking that substitutes be procured. Curiously, 
most of these staff affected had not submitted to Fluvax earlier in 
the year. Having reached late middle age, both BH and I are well over 
our childhood fear of needles, and have become true believers in the 
benefit of the flu vaccination for years now, and (perhaps as a result of 
this) have not had serious winter sick time off for at least a decade.

Early morning phone calls is an aspect of the job that does not loom 
large in the PD when you are applying, but the rule at school is that you 
have to let BH know between 6.30 and 6.45 if you are not coming to 
work that day, and tell her where your lesson plans are to be found and 
what you are teaching, or upon what page of Clive James’ Unreliable 
Memoirs the class are reliving his post-war childhood in Sydney’s St 
George suburbs. As well as providing interesting insights into staff 
teaching behaviour, this is also so BH can start calling the relievers, to 
ask if they mind being woken up (if an Executive staff member from 
another school has not got to them already) so they can get up early, 
do everyone’s lunches immediately, and perhaps organise grandparents 
to pick up their own kids after school, and can come in and teach for 
the day.

Over the Wattle Weekend, we paid our monthly visit to the (alleged) 
Sunshine State, where we found the new state cabinet had just held a 
planning workshop in a suburban ballet school – the visual image alone 
is worth at least ten seconds of quiet mental contemplation. And as 
we drove north to visit elderly relatives in their aged care setting, we 
again wondered how the locals have managed to afford to build such 
a beautifully expansive road system leading away from the airport, un-
afflicted by traffic jams even at 5.30 pm on a Friday afternoon. Dinner 
with croaky siblings at the local Golden Dragon was however a bad 
sign, as the flu was clearly intent on decimating the local population, in a 
place advertised as being beautiful one day and perfect the next.

Those with a proper classical education will recall that decimation was 
a Roman (capital) punishment for rebellion in the ranks, where every 
tenth soldier was randomly struck down to try and ensure proper 
military discipline in future. While it is curious to hear or read a media 
commentator using the word lightly to describe a government funding 
cut to a particular program or consumer spending in hard times, it is a 
sadly accurate term when used to describe what happens when a flu 
infection spreads amongst frail elderly people living in residential care. 

We were met the next day at the aged care village front door with a 
lock-down notice – unlike the usual ID precautions designed to prevent 
visitors being afflicted by gastro from the residents, this was to prevent 
visitors sharing more flu viruses with the residents. This had been in 
force for over a week at that point and was likely to continue for weeks 
to come. Having travelled such a long way to be there, we donned 
gowns, gloves and masks and tramped in to visit. With most residents 
being nursed in bed, the sitting rooms indoors were very quiet, so we 
met with our two relatives outdoors in the gardens. The combining 
variety of face masks, muffled speech, hearing problems and dementia 
meant that whilst one was happy to see us and discover all the family 
news, the other wasn’t at all sure of who we were, with floods of tears 
when it was time to leave.

Introducing Gerry McLaren the writer…

In this number of Rhaïa, I am very pleased to introduce Gerry McLaren 
in a new guise – that of writer and editor.  Two of the major articles 
this month (Peru and Thredbo) are from his pen, and I trust you will 
particularly enjoy the power of the piece written on-location in Peru, in 
the immediate context of the events Gerry describes.

As well as editing a lot of the general Rhaïa content this month, Gerry 
has also written the first pieces in an ongoing series entitled “Mirror”, 
and has started a hoped-for dialogue about the NDIS with readers. 
Please let us know about how you would like these features to develop 
in future editions.

With a period of overlap between now and the end of 2012, I am more 
than pleased to hand over completely the role of editor of Rhaïa to 
Gerry from the start of 2013.

Andrew Cole

But perhaps thanks to a decade of vaccinations, neither relative has yet 
been decimated by the flu!

Andrew Cole

HAVE YOUR SAY!

We welcome letters to the Editor.  You must provide your full 
name and address for verification.
The views expressed in any letter published are those of the 
individual writer and not necessarily endorsed by the Faculty.

Please address correspondence to:
Letters to the Editor, AFRM
145 Macquarie Street, Sydney 2000
Email: afrm@racp.edu.au
(See disclaimer on pg 2 for editorial policy and letters)

Editorial

Gerry McLaren – rustic ranch, Patagonia 
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Gerry Shoots Morena Glacier – Patagonia 2012

Editorial

Continued from front page

for a rebellion that was not her fault.

The defiant, near dead, Inca Queen finally spoke: “You take your anger  
out on a woman?....Hurry up and finish me off so that you can satisfy all  
of your desires”.

Pizarro then ordered that the dead Queen’s body be loaded in a  
basket and floated down the Vilcanota River, so that it would eventually  
be found by Manco’s men.*

Juanita lay looking at the sun silently too.  Four police rescuers held each 
corner of a canvas stretcher and ran along the cobblestones to the 
main square.  Elaine and I watched as the procession stopped and like 
a Charlie Chaplin movie, the stretcher swung back and forth until she 
was hoisted onto the tray of a police ute.  We winced as the stretcher 
collided with the metal cabin - ominously Juanita still did not cry. 

Elaine and I looked at each other and without hesitation followed the ute 
across the square, down a narrow alley and entered the public medical 
clinic.  We enquired through our interpreter guide whether we could 
help and were ushered into the dimly lit emergency room.  

Two nurse paramedics were attempting to insert tiny cannulae into the 
dorsal veins of the feet and someone had placed an oxygen mask over 
Juanita’s face so she could gurgle in silence.

Elaine and I went straight to the airway and the neck as per emergency 
training.

I rifled through all the drawers but there was no neck splint and no 
Guedel’s airway.  It was tiring maintaining a single hand mask seal while 
attempting to stabilise what was left of Juanita’s cervical spine function.  
We found a plastic endotracheal tube but no laryngoscope.  I tried to 
examine her pupils but there was no penlight.

Both corneas seemed opaque in the afterglow.  The cardiac pulse was 
faint.

The Rehabilitation Physician within me knew that Juanita had a basal 
skull fracture and a large left orbital swelling.  Glasgow Coma Score was 
3 and all limbs were flaccid.  Prospects for functional restoration after 
quadriplegia and cerebral disruption appeared remote.

Finally someone produced a stethoscope but then her oxygen saturation 
fell below 72, her pupils blew out and she became pulseless.  After 

a short period of rehabilitative CPR, Elaine and I called it off and 
proclaimed her death. 

Our trekking guide interpreted for a growing room of onlookers, 
none of whom he knew.  It turned out that one of them was a 
Peruvian doctor but his major contribution was to grunt at Juanita’s 
feet.

We tried to make it a good death.  I wiped the blood from Juanita’s 
face and hands, wrapped her body in a crimson shawl and emptied 
the room of sundry humans.  We invited her son and his girlfriend 
into the room and lied in explaining that everything possible had been 
done.  We inhaled his sobs and held his shoulders until it seemed the 
room had filled with his sorrow.

Juanita’s son thanked us profusely.  The doctor did not say goodbye 
and nobody asked for our names, let alone our passports.  We walked 
into the afternoon sun with our trekking guide and walked down the 
cobblestones past Manco’s fortress.  Was it random error that led to  
her fall?

We approached our adventure holiday with perhaps some 
circumspection.  No room for error on the many landslides on the 
edge of the Salkantay cliffs.

We reflected on Australia’s success in community based resuscitation 
training.  Bondi Rescue is now beamed to all quarters of the globe 
but universal application of airway clearance, neck protection and jaw 
thrust is still eons away.

Would Juanita have survived if she had fallen from a Bondi cliff edge?

Reflection

Perhaps Juanita would be alive if the Incas had survived and been 
able to rehabilitate the cliff trail with their impeccable stonework and 
clever contours.  They used vines as handgrips on steeper slopes.

Perhaps her death could have been prevented if she had been using 
trekking poles.  Rehabilitation professionals understand the stability 
resulting from a four-point gait on flat surfaces.  On hills however, 
trekking poles excel.

On steep descent place both poles full length forward, like a preying 
mantis.  It helps if the poles have metal tips to press into the soil or a 
rock crevice.  Then lift one foot forward as in step-to gait, while placing 
full weight on your poles.  

The process is then repeated as in low range four wheel drive.  How 
about you?  Do you walk with trekking poles or do you take your 
chance with physics?

Perhaps the Incas would have trephined Juanita’s skull on location, 
stabilised her neck using flax & vines and maintained her airway better 
than today?

We will never know because the Spanish Conquistadors finally had 
their way.

The great French anthropologist and neuroscientist Paul Broca 
confirmed the Incas were proficient in skull trephination.  Broca was 
ridiculed when he presented his conclusions to the Anthropological 
Society in Paris in 1876.

Stone warfare provided Inca surgeons with lots of practice.  Some 
Inca skulls have been found with more than one surgical opening and 
granulation tissue at the wound edges, indicating survival for months 
or years after cerebral decompression.  Some old Inca craniotomy 
defects were even filled with fine gold casts to protect the underlying 
brain.  We now do the same with acrylic.

Editorial
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Spanish refugee soldiers finally killed Manco Inca.  He had welcomed  
the Spanish deserters to his jungle territory after they had tried to 
overthrow the Pizarros.   Over some years they turned against him too,  
stabbing him repeatedly in front of his young son while playing bowls.   
As you do.  We know this is true because Manco’s son lived to recount  
the assignation.  

Despite the unprovoked holes in his chest, Manco lived for three days  
in the jungle, under the care of Inca physicians using medicines and  
dressings that we still do not understand.  Perhaps they inserted chest  
drains and replaced his blood volume?

The Pizarros did not do well either.  Hernando returned to Spain in  
triumph but was placed in jail for 23 years after being ‘dobbed’ in by  
fellow warriors.  

Brother Francisco was assassinated by fellow Spanish soldiers on 26  
June 1541, after attending Mass in his Lima home.  He had not been  

game to go to church and a home mass proved his undoing.

Gonzales died following a work related traumatic brain injury.  He had  
gone to war without a helmet because a jaw injury prevented him  
from doing up the strap.  Work Choices would have had a field day.

Gonzales is buried in the Dominican Monastery in Cusco. 

Juanita did not even warrant a coroner’s item number.  Cultural fusion 
indeed!

*Reference:
Kim Macquarrie:  Last Days of the Incas, 2007, ISBN 978-0-7499-2993-0

Gerry McLaren

Inca Queen and X4 grandmother 2012

CPR Skills – Can You Save a Life?
For many Fellows, especially those chronologically challenged, it is a 
long while since we completed a formal CPR course.  In Canberra this 
year at least six colleague physicians have sustained myocardial infarcts.  
Two have died in the last month, including the head of the aeromedical 
retrieval service and the ANU Professor of General Practice.  Each 
collapsed in front of others.  No-one could forget the Southcare 
helicopter hovering over the hearse carrying Damien McMahon’s body 
down Canberra Avenue from the cathedral.

Could you have successfully kept them alive until help arrived? 

The RACGP has a mandatory CPD qualification for renewal of CPR 
skills for all doctors on a three yearly basis.  Otherwise you cannot get 
accredited.  Even practice managers and office staff have to pass the 
minimum hour long CPR courses now conducted by private training 
organisations.   The same applies to flight attendants.  So are we 
different?  Are we doctors first even though most of us drive desks?

The following is an excerpt from the RACGP  website for Standards 
for General Practice dated August 2012”

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation skills

“The RACGP recognises that CPR skills are used infrequently and thus 
may diminish over time. The College’s QI&CPD Program states the 
requirements for CPR training:

• Basic CPR courses must be consistent with current Australian  
 Resuscitation Council (ARC) guidelines available at www.resus.org.au 
 /policy/guidelines/section_9/9_1_1_feb07.pdf 
• CPR courses must be a minimum of 1 hour in duration 
• Trainers must have a current CPR instructor’s certificate that  
 complies with ARC guidelines on instructor competencies available at 
 www.resus.org.au/policy/guidelines/section_9/9_1_2_nov97.pdf. 

Although Indicator D does not mandate CPR training more frequently 
than three yearly, many general practice professionals believe CPR 
training should be conducted on a more frequent basis, preferably 
annually.”

Our Faculty does not require certification and renewal of these skills.   
Moreover attendance at Emergency Training Courses is not even listed 
on our CPD table.

Is this good enough?  What do you think??

Gerry McLaren

Editorial
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Other external challenges facing us include those involving reforms to 
Australia’s aged care system and disability sectors – the latter through 
the proposed National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS).

Rehabilitation services are vital if Australia is to deal effectively with its 
ageing demographic – yet when talk turns to ‘aged care’, rehabilitation 
services do not feature prominently as part of the solution. We need 
to change this and cement the role of rehabilitation in preventing 
and minimising the disability that is associated with the ageing of the 
population, and focus on delivering services which meet needs. And 
that means expanding out of the traditional hospital-based model 
of rehabilitation to provide rehabilitation and restorative care in the 
community, to an ageing population.

To date, the role of rehabilitation physicians in the NDIS does not seem 
to have been embraced, and this is something that Faculty aims to 
address in coming months.  

While Faculty can play a part in positioning Rehabilitation Medicine to 
play a greater role in all of these reforms and issues, the onus is also on 
individual Fellows themselves to make the most of every opportunity 
to engage with government, and the organisations with which they 
are associated, to promote our role in the process and to argue the 
case for resources in what is always going to be a highly competitive 
environment. It is still sadly a case of the ‘squeaky wheel’ ‘getting the 
worm’ (to deliberately mix two metaphors!).

The last external issue facing us that I will mention briefly in this report 
is the regulatory environment. While there are no immediate changes 
apparent, we need to be aware of potential changes to the regulation 
of our profession, including that of ‘recertification’, or changes to our 
role as educators and upholders of the standards for the specialty of 
Rehabilitation Medicine.

I have so far only spoken of Australia, and it is with great sense of 
omission that I move on to the internal challenges facing us without 
talking about the external environment in New Zealand. I accept full 
responsibility for this omission and will make amends in the next issue 
of Rhaïa!

So what are the internal challenges?  The largest of these is how we as 
a Faculty function within the College of Physicians. The RACP, although 
steeped in history, is an evolving organisation and it has a vital role to 
play in issues of advocacy for the health needs of the population and in 
the initial education, and continuing education, of specialist physicians. 
The benefits of being a part of the RACP are huge and our challenge 
is to leverage the strength of the College while still maintaining our 
identity, and being able to advocate for issues specific to rehabilitation 
and disability. As President, I, along with Faculty Council, will not 
lose sight of the need to maintain and develop our unique role as 
rehabilitation physicians, yet be part of the wider RACP. 

Finally, it is with tremendous pleasure that I welcome Mary Potter 
Forbes as the new Senior Executive Officer for the AFRM. While we 
have been ably served by Keith Merchant and Peter Shears, both in 
interim appointments, it is important that we move forward with a 
permanent SEO. Mary commenced with the AFRM on 3 September 
and she brings with her a wealth of experience in the health sector. 

As the dust settles on another changeover of office bearers following the 
two year cycle that has been part of our Faculty for a while now, I am in 
the position of writing my first report for Rhaïa. So what does one focus 
on in their first report? Of course there is always the issue of the changes 
and challenges facing us as a Faculty and as a profession – but every 
President past has always faced this issue, as change in the health sector 
has been a constant for as long as I can remember.  And every President 
and Faculty Council past has had their own set of challenges to deal with 
– and this current Council is no different in that respect. But each set of 
challenges is unique, and in many ways is part of the iterative process of 
reform that is occurring. So let me outline briefly what I think the key 
issues are now as we head towards the close of 2012. In doing so let’s 
look at the external and internal challenges facing us.

External factors are those that involve the wider governmental and health 
and disability sectors, and which are largely beyond our control but which 
we hope we can influence to some extent. Where we cannot influence 
directly, we need to adapt and position ourselves to make the best 
possible gains for the people we serve – those with disabilities. 

Amongst the external factors that are a challenge to us are the health 
reforms which are still occurring, albeit at a somewhat attenuated rate 
compared to what many of us had hoped for. 

The changes to activity based funding for subacute care are still set 
to start in July 2013, and this is an area where we have been able to 
influence the process – so far. Earlier this year Steve de Graaff and I met 
with the CEO of the Independent Hospital Pricing Authority (IHPA) and 
we now have two Faculty representatives (Dr Rob Weller and Dr Garry 
Pearce) on a new IHPA clinical advisory committee on subacute ABF. Rob 
and Gary will be reporting regularly to Council and we aim to keep our 
members abreast of developments as they occur.

At the time of writing, however, I am unable to provide any positive news 
on the prognosis for the subacute funding which was made available 
under the National Partnerships Agreement (NPA), which was part of 
the COAG reforms to subacute care commencing in 2008/9. I know that 
a number of services have developed innovative and expanded models of 
rehabilitation care under these reforms – arguably the largest single boost 
to funding for the rehabilitation sector since the days of the Whitlam 
Government. 

It will be a huge loss if these programs cease in less than a year, come July  
2013, and we need to do all that we can to show their worth and how 
they have addressed service gaps that have existed for some time. The 
NPA funding has resulted in expanded rehabilitation services within acute 
hospitals, improved delivery of care and greater therapy intensity within 
our rehabilitation hospitals, and expanded outpatient and community-
based rehabilitation. The problems that this funding addressed in 2008/9 
have not gone away and the reason that this funding was introduced (to 
take pressure off the acute sector, to shift the focus of care away from 
hospitals towards the community and to improve outcomes for patients) 
are just as real as ever.  

(Ed – are people out there working up material for publication (as distinct 
from standard project reporting data) at the start of next year, to show the 
benefits of receiving funding to enhance programs with better functional 
outcomes for patients than was the case before?)

President’s Report
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While Mary has recently been in a senior position in education with 
the Australasian College of Health Service Management, she has 
also previously worked for a number of years with the Injury Risk 
Management Research Centre at the University of New South Wales 
and also in clinical risk management. She has qualifications in health 
administration, marketing and law, as well as a clinical background in 
emergency nursing. 

On behalf of all Fellows I welcome Mary to the AFRM and we all look 
forward to working with her!

Chris Poulos
President AFRM

President’s Report

2012 - The Great Gold Paralympics

Australia’s Paralympians have been hailed not just as the ‘inspirations of a nation’ but as one of the greatest Aussie Paralympic Team ever, 
after a very competitive display at the London 2012 Paralympic Games. ‘

Many AFRM Fellows and trainees attended the London Paralympics and have stories to tell of the inspiring events they witnessed.  
Many more viewed them from home sharing in the sense of achievement with the Paralympians, watching their feats of performance in 
amazement.

We would like to publish some of your stories and insights from the Paralympics in the next Rhaïa and invite Fellows and trainees to 
submit articles now.  

Articles must be received at the Faculty Office by 1 November 2012.

Please send your articles to:

The Editor, AFRM
145 Macquarie Street, Sydney 2000
Email: afrm@racp.edu.au

(Articles will be published at the discretion of the Editor as space permits and are subject to editing and abridgement.)

QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY HONOURS - Dr Ludomyr Mykyta AM

Congratulations are extended to one of the Faculty’s Founding Fellows recognised in this year’s Queen’s Birthday Honours List. Dr 
Ludomyr MYKYTA received the Order of Australia Member (AM) in the General Division for his service to geriatric medicine through care 
of the aged, education of students, and leadership roles with professional and advisory organisations.

Mary Potter Forbes – Senior Executive Officer
 
Mary previously worked at the Australasian College of Health Service Management (ACHSM), where she was responsible for the delivery of the 
College’s graduate management training program and the organisation of trainee placements, including rolling three year agreements with the 
new Local Health Districts.  Mary also provided secretariat services to College Council.  During the previous six years Mary had the dual role of 
Research Manager and Research Fellow at an independent research centre, where she completed studies into the cost of injury for NSW Health 
and NSW WorkCover.  Mary has also taught clinical risk management and quality improvement in the Faculty of Medicine at UNSW and has 
worked as an assessor on the UWS postgraduate clinical leadership and undergraduate nursing programs.   

Prior to joining the university Mary had been resident in Hong Kong and Malaysia, where she delivered management training programs to clinicians, 
and consulted on health services and facilities management, planning and development.  She worked on projects funded by the Asian Development 
Bank.  Mary established UNSW’s first offshore post-graduate health services management program in Hong Kong, and was an inaugural member 
of the Hong Kong Society of Medical Executives. Mary has worked as a graduate lawyer with the health law firm, Holman Webb Lawyers, Sydney.  
Mary has degrees in law, commerce, and health services management, and holds a current AHPRA practising certificate in general nursing.   Mary 
received a number of academic prizes during her studies and was awarded a post-graduate scholarship by the Australasian College of Health 
Service Management.
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Impossible Miracle – Breaking Dawn 

The National Disability Insurance tsunami is upon us but what does it 
mean in practice?

Sue O’Reilly has a view about what is needed.  Sue left Canberra in 
2000 and took her family to the UK to access better therapy support 
for her quadriplegia son Shane.  Cerebral palsy services in the ACT 
were established by the Commonwealth and then handed over to 
the new ACT Disability Services sector.  Sue O’Reilly thought what 
was offered was “just a sick joke” that three hours of three different 
allied health therapies every six weeks would help her son.  She set up 
Fighting Chance, a charity to continue practical advocacy.

Fighting Chance is now run by her children and friends.  Sue felt burned 
out after her son died last year.  A key factor of the new disability 
insurance scheme is stated as ensuring these matters become a core 
function of government, with majority funding from the Commonwealth.  
Not pass the parcel between jurisdictions.

The current proposal includes two different schemes – the smaller one 
being the National Injuries Insurance Scheme (NIIS), reserved for new 
injury and accident survivors.  It is suggested that the NIIS will cover 
catastrophic injuries from motor vehicle accidents, medical accidents, 
criminal injury (a rising area of significant injury), and general accidents 
occurring in the community and the home. The NIIS is aimed to provide 
lifetime care and support via individually tailored packages of support.

One way of looking at this is that the NIIS will ‘federalise’ the best of the 
existing, long-standing no-fault motor vehicle accident schemes across 
the nation.  Congratulations Victoria and Tasmania.  NSW has a relatively 
new small scheme called Lifetime Cover and this is generating good 
recent reports.  An ambitious 2013 timeline is for up to 800 new cases 
to be covered each year.  The terminology of 'severe or profound' is 
banned.  It is also based on ‘needs assessment’.

The larger scheme is for existing disabled individuals.   The Productivity 
Commission identified key problems with the current arrangements, 
summarised as being underfunded, unfair, fragmented and inefficient.  
They have used the phrase 'postcode lottery'. People’s supports vary 
depending on which side of the border they live on.  Albury-Wodonga 
and Lismore health providers know all about these dilemmas.

What’s outside the NDIS?  

• Public housing
• Education
• Health (except early intervention therapies)
• Aged Care
• Income support
• Open employment

That still leaves a lot of costly issues to cover, not the least being 
personal care assistance and vocational retraining.  The interface with 
mental health services and support for those with psychiatric disabilities 
has been hotly debated.  As at 1 September 2012, we understand that   
mental disability will be included and the extra cost is meant to be 
absorbed by the scheme.

The interface with Aged Care is difficult to dissect.  NDIS acknowledges 

that frailty increases for many individuals as they age. Coming up with a 
definition of non-age-related disability was considered near impossible 
and in the event they fell back to the convenient pension age idea.  You 
can adjust government risk by simply increasing the pension age.

So what is the political motivation?  The ACT is the only jurisdiction 
to host a pilot NDIS project across the spectrum of disability.  The 
following is an excerpt from a media stop on 27 July 2012 at Black 
Mountain School (for disabled children).

CHIEF MINISTER KATY GALLAGHER: 

“Thank you Prime Minister. It’s great to be here. Yesterday the ACT 
signed up to a trial site for the NDIS because it’s the right thing to do. 
I’ve worked for many years in disability. I’ve sat with people by their bed 
spending time with them because they don’t have a support package to 
go out and spend time in the community.

I’ve spent time with parents worried about what happens to their kids 
when they finish a school like this. As a Government we’ve put in more 
resources into disability but it’s very much like the health system, it’s 
growing at about 9 per cent per year.

And it’s hard. It’s hard to do it on your own. The opportunity yesterday 
was to partner with the Commonwealth and to create a truly universal 
scheme for people.  For kids, for older people and for the carers 
themselves who provide so much of their own investment into looking 
after people with a disability.

So the choice yesterday for the ACT was very simple; it was the right 
thing to do. 

It was about partnering and sharing the burden of the investment 
into disability. And I have no doubt that in time the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme will be looked back as a no-brainer and why didn’t it 
happen earlier.

But we’ve got the skeleton of the scheme, the ACT’s going to give 
it a really good shot. I think the feedback we’ve had from the ACT 
community has been very positive.”

How Will It Work?

That’s a good question and the answer is, 'nobody knows' but they 
have subcommittees working on it.  As at the time of writing there is no 
invitation for Faculty to have representation.  Medical views might not 
be paramount in planning futures.

The Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and 
Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA) is seeking ideas to contribute to the 
solution.  They have created a Practical Design Fund, as a way to help 
articulate how to improve the wellbeing and economic participation of 
people with disability and their carers.

FaHCSIA has sought applications from eligible individuals and 
organisations for funding to support initiatives and resources that would 
identify practical ways to prepare people with disability, their family and 
carers, the disability sector workforce and disability sector organisations 
for the transition to an NDIS.

Project submissions are sought from people with lived experience – 

Items of Interest
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people with disability, their families and carers, disability care workers, and 
service providers.  The proviso is that projects must be completed by 29 
March 2013.  Applications will have closed before you read this.  Time is 
of the essence.  Apparently there is a Federal election next year.
See: http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/disability-and-carers/grants-funding/
practical-design-fund

How many billions will it cost?  

Maybe 5 billion, possibly 10 billion dollars annually.  Perhaps more, 
depending on where the goal posts end up.  Still that is probably a lot 
less than fighting wars in foreign deserts.

Andrew Robb, the Opposition Finance spokesman estimates that 
thousands of new federal public service jobs will be required to 
administer and audit the schemes.  That might provide solace to those 
who would otherwise lose their job in a change of government.

The conceptual projects are on the scale of another Medicare.  At least 
there is bipartisan support for the concept, if not the implementation, at 
least in the Federal arena.  The Productivity Commission made it clear 
that the Federal Government should own the lions share of the risk.  The 
States and Territories will posture to keep that position watertight.

Quite a battleground given the new disability scheme will be competing 
with the education initiative and collapse in revenue from the ex-mining 
boom and deflating carbon tax!

What do you think?  Tell us your NDIS insights or expectations of the 
pilot projects which are being wheeled out in your own states or regions.

It would be useful for Faculty members to be informed on their local 
developments and engaged in this miracle.  If only to ensure it does not 
prove impossible.  We could always support Fighting Chance or buy their 
Christmas cards: http://www.fightingchance.org.au/

WCNR Satellite Conference –  
Stroke Rehabilitation Research conference

The road to rehabilitation for Stroke victims was the focus of the 
international medical research conference which was held in Hunter 
Valley wine country in May 2012 as a satellite event for the 7th World 
Congress for NeuroRehabilitation, held in Melbourne. 

The Stroke Rehabilitation Research conference attracted around 60 
stroke researchers and clinicians from around the world with workshops 
being conducted by experts in the field, Professor Randolf Nudo from 
the University of Kansas, Dr Robert Teasell from the University of 
Western Ontaria and Professor Marion Walker from the University of 
Nottingham.

Contributors included newly appointed Director of the Hunter 
Medical Research Institute (HMRI), Professor Michael Nilsson and Dr 
Michael Pollack, Director of the Hunter Stroke Service (conference co-
convenors), and  fellow HMRI Stroke Group members Professor Chris 
Levi, Associate Professor Mark Parsons, Dr Neil Spratt and Professor 
Paulette Van Vliet.

Professor Nilsson told the conference that “The aim of the conference 
(was) to establish national and international networks for Stroke research 
and priorities regarding the nature of the research and its processes”.

He summarised the bottom line as “Investing in modern rehabilitation 
programs doesn’t just provide better outcomes for patients, it will bring 
savings from a health economics viewpoint.”

Professor Nilsson’s own research delves into the concept of ‘enriched 
environment’, including the effects of physical activity, music, arts, 
architecture and more. 

Coral Trout Canary?

15% of coral trout have been found to have melanoma.  Dr Michael 
Sweet, a marine research associate at Newcastle University UK, pulled 
in 136 coral trout at Heron Island and One Tree Island, in the southern 
area of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, between August 2010 and 
February 2012.

20 of the fish showed visible skin lesions that were raised and darkly 
pigmented, being characteristic of melanomas created in laboratories on 
the fish species.

Samples from each fish were tested for microbial, fungal, and 

Items of Interest

Coral Trout

THE MIRROR 2012:
The Mirror is a new regular feature to high-light actual events in 
the wider rehabilitation market.

Turkish Four Limb Transplant

”Patient dies after quadruple transplant

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 - AFP

A Turkish patient who underwent what was touted as the world's 
first quadruple limb transplant has died due to complications, the 
hospital says.

Fifty-two doctors from Ankara's Hacettepe University Hospital 
performed the transplant on Friday, attaching two arms and two 
legs to Sevket Cavdar.

But doctors had first removed one leg from the patient after his 
heart and vascular system failed to sustain the limb and then the 
other leg and two arms.

The patient, who was in the intensive care unit after the removal 
of the limb, died on Monday afternoon (Tuesday morning AEDT) 
due to "metabolic imbalance which seriously threatened his life", the 
hospital said in a statement.

"We are in deep sorrow of losing our patient despite the ceaseless 
efforts of nearly 200 doctors and health personnel for about 90 
hours," it added.

The operation came on the heels of the country's first-ever face 
transplant at another Turkish university hospital.

Last month, a team of doctors at Akdeniz University in the 
southern city of Antalya successfully performed the operation on a 
19-year-old man whose face was burned when he was a 40-day-
old baby.”
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parasitic infections (PLoS ONE 2012 Aug. 1 [doi: 10.1371/journal.
pone.0041989]).  

The most likely culprit is ultra-violet radiation, says lead researcher Dr 
Sweet.  Coral trout are a valuable food and sport fish that live at a 
depth of up to 30 metres in unpolluted, clear water.  UVB radiation can 
reach to 60 metres.

It could be a combination of UV radiation, genetics, and the southern 
Great Barrier Reef location where coral trout live at their temperature 
limit, which could compromise their immune systems.

"It is estimated that nearly 450,000 Australians get skin cancer every 
year.” 95% of these cancers are directly related to UV radiation. 

Is the coral trout the canary in the UV coal mine?

White Vitamin D

An intrepid and enthusiastic group of Fellows attended the inaugural 
Faculty snow conference on 24 August 2012.  Thredbo turned on 
a spectacular blizzard, as if to teach coastal dwellers, from as far as 
Townsville,  the true meaning of e= mc2.   Heavy metal vehicles slide 
rapidly when rubber does not hit the road with friction.  It is even more 
startling if you cannot see the cliff edge because headlight beams reflect 
back into your retinae.  That’s why regulars have fog lights and know 
how to fit chains.  

Those who arrived intact for the Friday session were greeted to an 
in-depth neuroradiology review from the Eastern Sydney radiologists, 
hand selected by Stephen Faux.   It was a great opportunity to relearn 
neuroanatomy as it relates to stroke and TBI.  Even triple watershed 
regions were identified and the intimate setting allowed full and frank 
discussion.   We learnt how infrequently referring neuro-specialists 
identified the correct level for neuroforminal injection.  

Lesson 1:  examine the patient, remember your anatomy and document 
it for the radiologist.

At breakfast the following morning, one neuroradiologist demonstrated 
his own limbic system, outlined in magnificent red.  It was illuminating to 
see that post mortem myelin stains can be reproduced in living subjects.  
Thankfully his limbic system was classified as ‘normal for a radiologist’, 
whatever that is.  We learnt about the use of functional MRI in research 
practice and even considered its role in lie detection.

In-depth practical sessions then followed.  Many studied the personal 
implications of eccentric inner range quadriceps training.  Other 
eccentrics explored the silent pacemaker rhythm of kick-glide-kick, 
meandering through snow gum trails, broken only by the noise of birds 
in the wind and the echidna.

Over dinner that evening our 
reality was challenged by a PHH 
psychologist-turned-advertising-
guru who looked at how to make 
rehabilitation medicine appear sexy 
– never before has Faculty been 
exposed to specialist branding.  

Lesson 2: don’t talk about what 
we do.  Use narrative to explain 
the story of our patients.  Promote 
the “Heroes” – somewhat like 
promoting a lost political party.

Dr Faux then provided robotic insights into how electronic gadgets 
might assist us in self-initiated ward and home based exercise.  

Demented patients feel engaged talking to a humanoid.  Hoists can be 
activated by voice.  Perhaps even cars might drive to Thredbo one day 
using EEG expectations.

An incisive thought provoking break from our realities.  Some of us will 
be back next weekend but others will need to rely upon visualising 
white telemark trails in the cerebral MRA on their next ward round, or 
explaining snow blindness to their robot.   

Keep dreaming, Stephen Faux.  You can withhold your Vitamin D 
supplement next year.   Perhaps the Victorians will rise to the challenge 
for Snow2 at Dinner Plain 2013?  Tracey Symmons will be back!

Lesson 3:  What do you do if your car keeps sliding to the cliff verge 
despite footbrake and handbrake application?

Answer:  turn off the engine (it works) and pray you have mobile 
phone reception.  Turning off the engine sounds ridiculous but it is hard 
to conduct an RCT.  So you will need to rely on the advice that it has 
on a prior occasion saved the author’s life when one wheel was already 
over the edge!

[Many thanks to non-Faculty invited speakers Pascal Bou-Hadair,  Allison 
Newey and radiologist Ken Sesel from the St Vincent’s stable and to 
psychologist turned advertising guru George Stent] 

Gerry McLaren

(An excellent free online Neuro imaging anatomy atlas can be found at 
http://www.med.harvard.edu/AANLIB/home.html)

Items of Interest

Thredbo

Professor Steven Faux in full flight
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Obituary Dr Boris (Chee Dick) Mak

Dr Boris (Chee Dick) Mak was an  only child, born on 30 August 1976 
in Hong Kong . Boris attended the North Point Methodist Primary 
School from 1982 to 1988 and received secondary schooling from 
the Queen’s College to 1993 in Hong Kong.  After migrating to New 
Zealand with his family, he started his medical training at the University 
of Otago in 1995 and graduated in 2000. 

Boris spent his spare time studying European history, philosophy and 
sports, especially soccer. He also collected stamps. 

Boris was a house officer in several New Zealand hospitals and 
became interested in Rehabilitation Medicine whilst working in the 
NeuroRehabilitation ward at Middlemore Hospital in 2003. He entered 
the AFRM training program in that year.  He soon earned the respect 
of the team and patients alike for his compassion, diligence and non-
complaining attitude, responding to any request with “yeah, yeah, sure, 
sure”. He also taught his supervisors how to use chopsticks and enjoy 
Yum Cha. 

Boris was an enthusiastic member of the Spinal Outreach Team, enjoying 
visits to different regions of the North Island.  He worked very hard 
during his training and seized every opportunity to learn. He was widely 
admired by his colleagues for his modesty and sincerity. Aside from 
work, he was a sports fan and an ardent supporter of Manchester 
United and the All Blacks.

Boris married Maisan in 2008, after meeting her on the Internet. They 
shared similar hobbies and interests and were soul mates. Following his 
training in the Spinal/NeuroRehabilitation Service at Counties Manukau, 
he completed his last 2 years of training in Palmerston North.

In January 2011, after attaining his Fellowship, Boris took up a Consultant 
post in Auckland, leaving Palmerston with all the best wishes from the 
team for his future career, being held in great affection by staff and 
patients alike.

Boris became our New Zealand 
Branch Training Coordinator and 
immediately set up a weekly 
teleconference training program for 
New Zealand trainees. He acquitted 
himself admirably at this task and 
drew much praise for it. 

When he was diagnosed with 
lymphoma in October 2011, the 
news of his illness filled his New 
Zealand colleagues with tremendous 
sorrow. Whilst he approached this 
new challenge with great courage 
and forbearance, unfortunately our 
hopes for his recovery were not 
fulfilled.  He passed away peacefully 
on 12 July, in the presence of his wife 
and parents. 

Boris will be remembered for his compassion, kindness, generosity and 
enthusiasm. He will be greatly missed. We extend our deepest sympathy 
to his wife, Maisan and his parents, Wendy and Stephen. 

Dr Jurriaan de Groot FAFRM
Dr Sridhar Atresh FAFRM

Dr Boris Chee Dick Mak

Graeme Ronald Penington

Dr Graeme Penington died suddenly at Ocean Grove on 12.6.2012.  

Dr Penington was a Founding Fellow of AFRM in 1993 and was the co-author of the book ‘Introduction to Medical Rehabilitation and 
Australasian Perspective’ released in 1990.

Dr Penington is survived by his wife Prue, daughters Sally, Jane, Kerrie and Linda and grandchildren Tom, James, Ben, Stephanie, Liam, Zoe 
and Jenna.
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Trainee editorial - Jasmine Gilchrist

This year 38 other trainees and 
I sat the Fellowship written and 
clinical examinations. Everyone 
has their own exam demons, 
mine is being totally unable to 
sleep the night before.   I’m sure 
it always costs me a few marks. 

The pass rate for the written 
exams was very high 91%, but 
for the clinical only 41%.  So for 
many of us it is not all over.

I thought I might share some 
exam tips with you.  Plenty 
of study material is out there, 
including folders full of hard 
copy notes and practice questions as well as some material that can be 
emailed or dropboxed around. Ask those colleagues who have done 
the exam to send you some stuff or let you know who they gave their 
folders to. 

The AFRM website also has some great resources.  For the written 
exam I think it really is about putting the hours in on the books.  It is also 
important to practice MCQs and write plenty of essays (timed to 20 or 
25 minutes).  If possible ask your bosses or previous bosses to read them 
and give you feedback. 

There is an art to the essays, the markers are not looking for you to 
regurgitate all you know about a particular topic but rather to tailor your 
response to the patient described in the question. 

For the clinical exam many of the stations depend upon communication 
skills.  You do need content and not just a nice interaction style.  I found 
it useful to do both exams in the same year so the theory was still 
reasonably fresh in my mind. Don’t focus on bookwork while preparing 
for this exam.  The key is to practice lots of short cases in front of your 
study group and bosses and try to explain things comprehensively to 
patients and families. Go to all the education sessions you are invited to 
and form a good study group. 

You can’t beat the repeated advice to ‘read the question, and answer the 
question’. 

In one station, the patient asked specifically about anti-epileptic 
medication for neuropathic pain. Of course we all wanted to show our 
knowledge of other pain meds as well, but were doubtful marks for that 
and it would have just wasted precious time. 

You need to keep an open mind when you are reading the prompt 
outside the station. The paragraph is very carefully worded so pay close 
attention.

Curve balls are to be expected. For example, in one station the prompt 
was about falls but when you went in a lady had fallen off the roof while 
cleaning the gutter and had an open book pelvic fracture!

 In another station you learnt that your registrar had some questions for 

you during your round of the acute stroke unit but her questions were 
about rehabilitation for visual agnosias (!?). So, even though I had my well-
learned lists of stroke rehabilitation EBM and falls risk factors in the front 
of my mind, it did me no good in answering the questions. 

The hardest bit might be letting go of a station once you have left the 
room.  In the exam, I was still beating myself up 20 stations later for 
having forgotten to mention reducing the number of transfers per day 
in a lady 10 years paraplegic with a new pressure sore (possibly because 
of shoulder overuse pain?).  I couldn’t have changed it. I was just wasting 
precious energy.

We are always looking for contributions from the trainees for our 
section of Rhaïa.  If you would like to share your exam tips, study notes, 
reflections on training, reports on conferences or training sessions, 
poems or photos, email me at jgil2726@gmp.usyd.edu.au.

Jasmine Gilchrist

Clinical Corner

Brachial plexus injuries

Brachial plexus injuries can be complete (flail limb) or incomplete.  
Examples of the later are Erb’s Palsy (upper trunk +/- middle trunk) and 
Klumpke’s Palsy (lower trunk)], and pre-ganglionic or post-ganglionic. 

Preganglionic injuries have a poor prognosis. The features of a pre-
ganglionic injury include:
• Severe pain
• Complete injury
• Ipsilateral Horner’s syndrome
• C2-3 dysasthesia
• Ipsilateral diaphragmatic palsy
• Paraspinal involvement on EMG
• Normal SNAPs and absent sensation
• Reduced amplitude CMAPs

Orthoses can assist management. For upper trunk palsies the aim is to 
protect the shoulder and place the hand in a functional position. For 
lower trunk palsies, hand orthoses may improve hand function. For the 
flail limb, the aims are shoulder protection, protection of the limb from 
injury, and oedema management. 

You may use a ‘prosthosis’, with a small terminal device in the palm of 
the hand, operated by contralateral shoulder protraction/ retraction.  
Shoulder arthrodesis and amputation are surgical options, but only if it 
is clear there will be no further neurological recovery and after detailed 
information regarding risks and benefits. 

Amputation removes a useless limb that is prone to oedema and injury, 
but will not improve neuropathic pain and may result in significant body 
image issues.  Brachial plexus injuries continue to provide profound 
challenges.

Jasmine Gilchrist

Training and Education
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Report from the Education  
Committee Chair

A renewed FEC membership and Call for Help!

At the same time as Dr Stephen de Graaff handed over the FEC Chair’s 
responsibility to me, a number of other new members joined the FEC, 
as was advised in the last issue of Rhaïa. Two members in particular 
have hit the ground running, and I wish to acknowledge the hard work 
already done by new FEC members Dr Jenny Mann (TLC Chair) and 
Dr Lyn Lee (Assessments Chair) in the last two months.

In particular, there are multiple opportunities for interested and 
suitably qualified Fellows to volunteer to undertake specific tasks in the 
assessments area, and we are always on the look-out for more Fellows 
to join the ranks of the Court of Examiners, and colleagues will be 
aware of recent advertisements in the AFRM e-bulletin about these 
positions. 

Training Matters related to the College

With my resignation from the position of Coordinator of Education, 
the AFRM President (A/Prof Chris Poulos) has had discussions with the 
Dean of the College about having a new part-time AFRM Coordinator 
of Education appointed. These discussions are continuing, and we hope 
for final College endorsement of the proposal soon. 

A College-wide series of workshops for the new Supervisor 
Professional Development Program was started with a “Train the 
Trainer” RACP workshop in Sydney on 29 August 2012.

AFRM Supervisors’ Workshops

Three more AFRM Supervisor Education Workshops / Long Case 
Calibration Sessions entitled “The long and short of case-based 
discussion and assessment” are arranged as follows:

 Friday 17 August in Sydney after Paediatric Fellowship  
 Clinical Examination
 Monday 17 September (videoconference) Sydney,  
 Melbourne, Brisbane
 Wednesday 24 October - Royal Perth Hospital

AFRM Trainees’ Due Dates for report submission

Information relating to deadlines for receipt of submissions from 
trainees has been reaffirmed by the FEC as follows: 

1. Trainees must submit all term reports (Supervisor’s Report and  
 Trainee Term Evaluation Form) within four weeks of the completion  
 of each training term for the term to be accredited, except under  
 exceptional circumstances.

2. All requests from trainees for late submission of term requirements  
 and reasons (exceptional circumstances) for late submissions must  
 be referred to the next meeting of relevant training committee  
 (PRTC or TLC) for formal resolution of outcome by those  
 committees.

FIM Training for AFRM Trainees 

Faculty Council requested that funding for FIM training for trainees in 
future years from 2013 onwards should be discussed.  Over the past 
few months this issue seems to have been resolved through direct 
discussions with AROC.  Any trainees having difficulty accessing FIM 
training workshops have been advised to make direct contact with 
Frances Simmonds at AROC.

Planned Changes for 2013 and 2014 Annual Scientific Meetings 
approved by FEC

FEC discussed papers submitted by the Chair of the Scientific Program 
Subcommittee, Dr Jennifer Chapman, addressing possible changes to 
plans for Annual Scientific Meetings (ASMs) for 2013 and 2014. These 
changes are so that the ASMs occur separately to College Congress 
times and venues, and FEC recommended these changes be sent to 
Faculty Council for final approval.

2013 ASM

A 2013 ASM Local Organising Committee was formed and met 
for the first time in early August 2013, investigating the possibility of 
running the 21st ASM of the AFRM in Sydney in September 2013, as 
a specialty ASM, in line with recent variation in College Policy. Dates 
just prior to the September school holidays have been suggested, 
depending upon venue availability.

2014 ASM

A proposal to investigate holding a joint meeting with the ANZSGM 
in 2014 was discussed by FEC and referred to Faculty Council for 
consideration and approval. The timing proposed would suit the two-
year cycle for when the Faculty’s Paediatric Fellows are available to 
participate in the program planning.

Annual Awards supported by Ipsen Pharmaceuticals

These awards continue to be supported by Ipsen, and members of 
the AFRM Academic Rehabilitation Medicine Subcommittee have now 
been delegated the responsibility of selecting the recipients for these 
awards, with the approval of Faculty Council.

Continuing Professional Development

Dr Ruth Marshall (Chair of the CPD Subcommittee) is active with the 
College’s CPD Working Group, which is looking at developing the new 
MyCPD program.  The new program will have a wide scope that is 
designed to try and meet the needs of all of the Fellows throughout 
the College.

Teaching and Learning 

There are currently 189 trainees registered with the Faculty of which 
13 are Paediatric Rehabilitation trainees. 

Independent Reviews of Training (IRTs)

FEC noted that a College-wide review of all IRT processes in Divisions, 
Faculties and Chapters has been undertaken, and a report and 
recommendations should be available soon. We have been reviewing 
our own Faculty IRT processes, and some recommendations to 
improve timeliness of the process have been approved by the FEC.

The IRT explained

As a number of Independent Review of Training (IRT) interviews 
have recently been initiated, FEC considered it would be helpful to 
remind readers of Rhaïa of the scope and intent of this review process, 
especially for newer trainees not yet familiar with the process. The 
IRT is a mechanism for review of a trainee’s progress and can provide 
clarification about the quality of a trainee’s training experience, and 
is usually conducted when a trainee has received a couple of level 2 
scores in a Supervisor’s term report.

The IRT includes a series of interviews conducted by a panel 
appointed by the TLC, and comprises one or more members of the 
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AFRM Education Committee, an independent senior Fellow, and 
possibly the local Branch Training Coordinator. The panel separately 
interviews the trainee, the supervisor, and other relevant training 
staff. The purpose of all these interviews is to investigate the trainee’s 
views of their performance and experiences in that term, and also to 
explore issues identified by the supervisor. 

Following the interviews the panel makes recommendations about the 
term in question to the TLC, who may decide to accredit none, part 
or all of that term. They may also recommend some specific remedial 
program for the trainee, compliance with which would be mandatory 
for continuing in the training program. Repeated unsatisfactory reports 
may later result in discontinuance of training.

This process is referred to in the 2012 Training Handbook (pg 27) 
which is available via the AFRM website:  http://www.racp.edu.au/page/
afrm-training 

The primary purpose of the IRT is to provide clarity about 
recommendations on training progress – it is not a ‘point-scoring’ 
exercise, and is not in any way a judgement of the personality or 
character of any individual. While the prospect of attending such 
interviews may be somewhat daunting for those involved, it should be 
remembered that all this has been designed to make Faculty processes 
as fair and transparent as possible. The IRT process offers some 
recourse to the trainee, should they feel they might have encountered 
some prejudice or injustice during their training term.

Fellowship Clinical Examinations (Adult)

A large group of 39 candidates presented for the FCE (adult) 
assessment, held at St Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne on Saturday 11 
August 2012. Although a very large undertaking for a Faculty of our 
size, no procedural issues were reported. The pass criteria had been 
set at the same level as in previous years, prior to conducting the FCE. 

With 16 candidates passing out of 39, the pass rate is 41%.  The 
successful candidates in the 2012 Fellowship Clinical Examinations 
(Adult) are as follows:

Rabin  Bhandari  NSW
Luca Nicola D’Orsogna  WA
Arti  Fayers  WA
Jasmine  Gilchrist  NSW
Kapil Satyapal Gupta  VIC
Kirrily Jane Holton  SA
Fiona  McHugh  WA
Phong Le Nguyen  QLD
Lucy Jane Ramon  NSW
Juan Miguel Rois-Gnecco  QLD
Cecilia Teofila Silva-Withmory NSW
David  Skalicky  NSW
Phoebe Joan Slape  QLD
Anthony Suen  NSW
Mekala Gowri Thayalan  VIC
Brinda  Thirugnanam  VIC

Prize Winner 2012

The Basmajian Prize and Merit Award for 2012 are to be awarded to 
Dr Jasmine Gilchrist (NSW) for the best overall performances in the 
Fellowship Clinical Examinations (adult) 2012.

Fellowship Clinical Examinations (Paediatric) 

Two candidates presented for the Paediatric Fellowship Clinical 
Examination on Friday 17 August 2012 at the Sydney Children’s 
Hospital.  The successful candidates in the 2012 Fellowship Clinical 
Examinations (Paediatric) are:

 Caroline Hodge
 Roza Zarrinkalam

Tentative Dates for Assessments in 2013

Tentative dates for the 2013 assessments and examinations are as 
follows, depending upon venue availability, with plans to survey Assessing 
Fellows’ availability to move to hold Fellowship Clinical Examinations on 
a Friday in future. 

• Module 1: Tuesday 19 March and Tuesday 17 September
• Module 2: Saturday 29 June in Melbourne (TBC)
• Fellowship Written Examination: Tuesday 14 May
• Fellowship Clinical Examinations: first or second weekend  
 in August, and Friday 16 August (Paediatric)

The future possibility of holding a Module 2 assessment in Brisbane is 
also being investigated.

Changes to Training Handbooks

Supervisors and Trainees should note that some changes have been 
made to the Rehabilitation Medicine Training Handbooks (both Adult 
and Paediatric) in details about the Fellowship Written Examinations, 
and that these have been published on the AFRM website.

Review Workshop of Faculty’s Assessment Framework 

Dr Lee advises that a review of the Faculty’s assessments framework 
shall be undertaken during the annual Assessments Workshop later this 
year, to be held on 1st December 2012. 

Recommendations for Fellowship

Dr Boris Ivanov (NSW) and Dr Kapil Satyapal Gupta (Vic) have both 
now successfully completed all training and examination requirements, 
and FEC made recommendation to the Faculty Council and College 
Board, that they be accepted for Fellowship of the Faculty.

Andrew M Cole
Chair, FEC
August 31st 2012.
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CPD Reflections

I write this report from a café on a Greek Island, enjoying a long 
awaited holiday before attending the ISCoS conference and the 
Paralympics in London.  By the time you see this in print, I will be back 
home once more.

Audits

Well done everyone who was audited.  Audits this year occurred with 
a minimum of fuss.  Georgina Schmidt orchestrated the process and 
everyone appeared to be fairly well prepared. There were no major 
concerns and the evidence provided by those Fellows who were 
audited met our guidelines.

Of course by now, we are past half way in 2012 so I hope you are 
keeping the evidence for next year's audit process. Remember, you get 
2 years off, if you were audited this year so you can breathe easily on 
that score.

Reflections on being an examiner in 2012

Many Fellows were involved in the exams in August... writing questions, 
being an examiner, supervising... What an enormous job it is.  Don't 
forget that you can claim CPD points for being an examiner.  You 
can also claim points for being a supervisor, for writing mock exam 
questions etc.

On reflecting on the clinical exam process, I asked myself a number of 
questions. I wonder how many other examiners also reflected on the 
process.
 
• Are we doing well enough in training our trainees? 
• Are our trainees being pushed enough? 
• Are the trainees pushing the supervisors enough? 
 
Trainees sitting the latest exams had difficultly reading the information, 
answering the questions that they were asked and using the information 
provided.

Assessments of any type are an important way of supporting our 
training programmes.  Our written and clinical exams are only part of 
the process.  The Fellowship clinical exams, in particular, involve a huge 
amount of work for the large number of people involved in creating 
questions.  It is important that the questions are meaningful and relate 
to our desired outcomes.  This means Rehabilitation trainees need to 
show that they can manage a wide range of conditions and situations 
impacting on, or requiring, rehabilitation.

Reflecting on international meetings and CPD

Do we learn anything at international meetings? 
We know that passive learning is not the best way to learn yet we all 
go to conferences. We need to find ways of actively learning even in a 
passive situation but clearly small group interactive sessions are much 
more effective.

In June, I represented the RACP at the 3rd International Forum on CPD 
Accreditation (a round table working party) and then attended the 
International CME conference. 

The CME forum was held in Toronto on 28-29 May 2012 and was 
hosted by the CPD Office of the Royal College of Physicians and 
Surgeons of Canada. It was a small but effective workshop.

Issues covered of interest to the AFRM Fellowship included discussions 
on how CPD Accreditation is being integrated generally and specifically 
into systems of physician accountability. There was a start on how 

this could be further enhanced within the broader accountability 
frameworks but clearly much more work is required.

It was also interesting to discover that the Canadian system is moving to 
three sections rather than more and is also simplifying input.  They are 
now including involvement in working committees as this recognises the 
range of work performed by physicians.

The RACP has a working group looking at the MyCPD program and I 
think in due course we will all move to one system across the College.

The Toronto CME forum was followed by the 2012 CME Congress.  
Many presentations concentrated on the need to integrate Safety and 
Quality programmes into CPD for the individual. There were several 
workshops on ways in which reflection could be taught and recorded, 
which I found very interesting.  I personally found that the interactive 
workshop sessions were great - much better than falling asleep at the 
back of a lecture hall!

It made me reflect personally on how we learn and how we teach 
including how we teach reflective practice.  Do you have a personal 
learning plan? If not, how do you set your learning goals? Our PREP 
trainees have to develop them. Shouldn't we, their supervisors practice 
what the College preaches?  

Perhaps we also should be looking at our ASMs in a different way - 
ensuring more interactive learning sessions and fewer 'lectures' are the 
most important parts of conferences?

Ruth Marshall
Your (travelling) CPD chair.

Training and Education
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Council Committees

Trainee Committee Report

It is an honour to be writing my first report for Rhaïa as the new chair 
of the Trainee Committee.  I am a South Australian trainee in adult 
rehabilitation medicine, entering my final year of training.

I must thank Alexis Berry for her amazing contribution as chair for 
over two years. She has left very large shoes to fill!  Fortunately she 
continues on the Trainee Committee as the New Fellow representative.

The Trainee Committee continues to meet regularly by teleconference 
to discuss issues pertinent to our training in Rehabilitation Medicine. We 
have had a few changes to membership in recent months. Our branch 
representatives are: Sarah Kofoed (Vic / Tas); David Skalicky (NSW / 
ACT); Phong Nguyen (Qld); Wan Mei Ang (WA); Lincoln Janz and Bensy 
Matthews (NZ), as well as myself in SA/NT. Monika Hasnat represents 
paediatric trainees. 

We maintain a presence on a number of committees.   I sit on the 
Teaching and Learning Subcommittee.  Other trainee representatives 
include Jasmine Gilchrist (Accreditation); Lucy Ramon (Policy and 
Advisory); Behnoosh Tabloie (College Trainee Committee); and we 
welcome Chris Woodgate as trainee representative on the Faculty 
Education Committee.

We are excited to be planning an Adult Rehabilitation Advanced 
Training Day for early March 2013. We hope to present a great mix 
of topics which are not covered as part of the Bi-National Training 
Program. This will include tips on surviving as a registrar or junior 
consultant, as well as clinical topics. Keep a look out for further 
information and I encourage you all to come along.

To those trainees who have recently passed Fellowship written and 
clinical exams, and Module 2: congratulations!   Our commiserations 
to those who missed out this time.  Please take the time to read 
the generic feedback that will be supplied, and do let us know if the 
feedback meets your needs.

Finally, please don’t forget to be thorough and honest in your Trainee 
Term Evaluation Forms. This is a great opportunity for trainees to have 
their voices heard regarding training experiences.

Please do not hesitate to contact your branch representative, or myself, 
with any concerns around training or Faculty matters, and we will do 
our very best to represent your views to the Faculty. 

Kirrily Holton
Chair

Chair of Policy and Advocacy Committee 
(PAC) Report - September 2012

A large number of topics have been discussed in PAC recently, across 
a wide range, including how the main College PAC may work in future. 
A letter has been sent to CPAC requesting that a representative from 
AFRM be included on the Subacute Committee.  

Activity Based Funding 

Implementation of Activity Based Funding (ABF) for subacute care 

services had been deferred until July 2013.  A Workshop is to be 
organised by PAC in March 2013.  Format is likely to be a discussion 
format over two days with three different modules. 

Direct Referral to Allied Health

A  letter  has been sent to Richard Bartlett, Department of Health and 
Ageing, regarding the provision of targeted, coordinated, time and cost 
limited, multidisciplinary programs of rehabilitation and restorative care 
delivered in the community (outside of hospital settings) for people 
with disabling medical conditions responsive to rehabilitation.
Access to Ambulatory Rehabilitation has been included in the RACP’s 
Federal Government Budget Submissions. A substantial amount of work 
needs to be done on the cost effectiveness of the proposals included in 
the budget submission and the strategy for inclusion of items requires 
work on subacute rehabilitation.  The new Ambulatory Standards, 
currently being prepared by the Ambulatory Standards Working Party, 
chaired by Professor Ian Cameron, (see below), are seen to be the 
key in defining the concepts and terminology that will flow into a cost 
effectiveness study.

Workforce 

Late last year, Faculty Council contracted the Centre for Health Service 
Development at the University of Wollongong, to provide an analysis of 
the equity of provision and access to inpatient rehabilitation in Australia, 
using the AROC dataset.  

PAC agreed to review this report in conjunction with the results of 
the Workforce survey. Dr Jenny Mann advised that her analysis of 
the survey data showed broad patterns emerging.  She reported a 
very high (47%) response rate to the survey, considered particularly 
good for such surveys. Dr Mann noted that the results of the Federal 
Government’s Health Workforce Report indicated the same basic 
trends. Of note: 

• Increase in number of female trainees, which is currently 67%
• Increase in number of physicians undertaking part time work
• Most physicians were remaining in urban areas
• A large number of physicians had attained their primary 
 qualifications overseas

Recently Health Workforce Australia contacted the College for input 
into Volume 3 of their study, Health Workforce 2025, with Dr Mann’s 
Workforce Study data used as the basis for the response.

The ratio of female Rehabilitation Physician trainees to male 
Rehabilitation Physician trainees is 60% to 40% while broader statistics 
for graduates from medical schools indicated a 50% ratio of females 
and males. This was partially attributed to flexible training options 
offered by the Faculty. There is a larger proportion of male than 
female Rehabilitation Physicians in rural and remote areas. There is 
also a possibility that tele-health will further impact on the number 
of physicians in rural and remote areas but currently there are no 
substantial statistics available on this matter.

Dr Mann reported that the number of new Fellows was increasing with 
approximately 180 current trainees.
  
Health of Physicians Working Party

The Committee received correspondence from A/Prof Faux expressing 

Council Committees
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his concerns regarding the return to work of impaired medical 
practitioners. Dr G Edwards, who attended the Committee meeting as 
a representative of the AFOEM PAC, has advised the Committee that 
they will be seeking input from A/Prof Faux as part of the process of 
their working party.

Policies/Position Statements under review

Standards  - ambulatory and paediatric

Following Expressions of Interest, a Working Party has been established 
consisting of Dr Jeremy Christley, Dr Peter New, Dr Tai-Tak Wan, Dr 
Lucy Ramon, Ms Jacquelin Capell (AROC), A/Prof Lyn Lee, Dr Stephen 
de Graaff,  with Prof Ian Cameron as the Lead Fellow. Ms Jori Zeneli 
has been assigned the task of facilitating the drafting of the Ambulatory 
Standards materials.

A letter has been sent to Dr David Beaumont, Chair of the Australasian 
Faculty of Occupational and Environmental Medicine Policy and 
Advocacy Committee requesting that the AFOEM PAC nominate a 
member of the Policy and Advocacy Committee to participate in the 
Working Party.

The Working Party has agreed that the initial Standards document will 
be written within three months, which will enable the Committee to 
review the document by the October meeting. Dr Les Bolitho, President 
of the RACP, has indicated his support for this project.  

The use of Botulinum Toxin in the Treatment of Spasticity

The AFRM draft Position Statement on “The use of Botulinum Toxin in 
the Treatment of Spasticity”, has been referred to Dr Michael Pollack for 
his comment on the latest revisions.  Dr Pollack’s input is sought prior to 
the Position Statement being referred to Council for endorsement, and 
subsequently to CPAC with a completed scoping template. 

National Rehabilitation Strategy

The Committee has received an email from Dr Bronwyn Morkham, 
National Director of the Young People In Nursing Homes National 
Alliance. Dr Morkham wrote in her capacity as a member of the 
National People with Disability and Carer Council, the Federal 
Government's peak advisory body on disability.  Dr Morkham has been 
asked to prepare a paper on the evident need to include rehabilitation 
in the NDIS and has requested input from the Faculty.

The Committee decided that, as a first step, a copy of the 
communication should be provided to State Branches for their attention 
and possible input. The Committee discussed the email communication 
in terms of both rehabilitation and general medicine. 

Dr Mann advised that she had read the submission to the productivity 
enquiry into ABI in young people dealing particularly with the 
transitional group, and further noted that there were no medical 
representatives on the Committee and that there was no rehabilitation 
input into the development of the Lifetime Care and Support Scheme.  

The Committee noted that the correspondence dealt with a specific 
question, ‘where are we going with our national rehabilitation strategy?’  
The Committee also noted that when AFRM first wrote to the Federal 
Government regarding this issue there was no National Disability 
Insurance Scheme.

The Committee agreed that when A/Prof Poulos and Dr de Graaff next 
meet with DoHA they will discuss ways in which the NDIS could be 
improved.  It was agreed by the Committee that they will undertake to 
keep the RACP informed of the outcomes of these discussions.

The Committee agreed that Dr de Graaff should make initial contact 
with Dr Morkham to discuss the issues raised in her email and provide 
feedback to the Committee. Dr de Graaff subsequently attended the 
Joint Solutions Leader’s Summit at Parliament House, Melbourne on  
9 August 2012.

National Vocational Rehabilitation Policy

The draft National Vocational Rehabilitation policy document which 
was prepared for submission to the Hon Bill Shorten MP, Minister 
for Employment and Workplace Relations, Financial Services and 
Superannuation for a briefing for 29 May 2012.

PAC also noted the AFOEM, AFPRM, AFRM Workflow Tasking Template.

Care of Elderly Patients

Prof John Kolbe has corresponded with Ms Samantha Robertson of 
the Medical Benefits Division of DoHA. Prof Kolbe’s correspondence 
addressed the issue of elderly patients who are unable to claim for 
work done by specialist rehabilitation physicians thus limiting their access 
to specialist assistance.

The history of this issue originated in a response to rural issues.  It is 
noted that, for the purposes of Medicare claims, a patient seen in a 
nursing home by a Rehabilitation Physician is unable to claim the same 
rebate as a patient seen in the same environment by a Geriatrician.  An 
application has been made to MBS to address this situation so that a 
Rehabilitation Physician can use the same MBS provider number as a 
Geriatrician for visits to residential home care.  The outcome sought will 
enable nursing home visits to attract the same MBC reimbursement as 
that given for home visits.

It will take approximately two years for the approval process to be 
completed, to effect this change!

Stephen de Graaff
Chair

Report from the International Affairs 
Committee - August 2012

Success for Saudi trainees

Success in the recent Fellowship Written Examination has enabled three 
Saudi trainees to become eligible for Fellowship of the Faculty. Dr Saeed 
Al Shahri (funded by the Riyadh Military Hospital – part of the original 
cohort brought to Australia under the previous MOU), Dr Ahmed Al 
Habter and Dr Adel Aldajani (both funded by the Saudi Ministry of 
Health) have now completed all requirements for Fellowship. 

The three join Dr Saeed Al Garni (now working as a Consultant in the 
Riyadh Military Hospital) as successful Fellowship candidates from Saudi 
Arabia.

They are testament to the efforts for training to provide a small cohort 
of well trained Rehabilitation Physicians who will one day be able to 
set up their own local training rotation and a pathway to Specialist 
recognition.  There are two other Saudi trainees (the last of the cohort 
accepted under the old MOU) who are working towards Fellowship in 
Sydney - Dr Mohammed Mojaddidi who is working in the Liverpool/
Braeside Rehabilitation Service and Dr Ala Rashad Abualsamh who is 
working at St George Hospital.

IAC Annual Photographic Competition

Our annual light hearted photographic competition needs your  
entry ASAP. 

Council Committees
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Rehabilitation in Central Australia - A CALL TO ARMS

20 years ago I travelled through the Northern Territory to undertake a review of rehabilitation services and I wrote a report 
recommending changes.

Inpatient rehabilitation units were subsequently established in Darwin and Alice Springs.

The Darwin unit has flourished under Howard Flavell and latterly Gavin Chin, with both public and private inpatient units functioning 
well in that city.

Alice Springs has not fared so well.  

Despite funding allocation for a rehab physician no-one applied for the past 20 years, and I have spent the past 5 months at Alice Springs 
Hospital attempting to change things (ward configurations, doctors attitudes etc etc).  There is a fascinating caseload with a higher disability 
load than anticipated because of diabetes, renal failure and bronchiectasis amongst other things.

My term here comes to a close at the end of October.  Alice Springs and Central Australia really need the expertise of a rehab physician 
on a constant basis.  If this is to be serial locum placements until a permanent appointee can be found then so be it. If you have always 
wanted to do something meaningful like this then please do it now and contact me on bkinloch@iinet.net.au or Dr Barnes, Director of 
Medical and Clinical Services on winton.barnes@nt.gov.au or call him or I on 08 8951 7777

Bruce Kinloch

A/Prof Ian Baguley won last year’s competition with his self-portrait 
seated on a camel in front of the Pyramids of Giza. Remember we need 
you wearing the Faculty tie or scarf in a clearly international context. 

International initiatives

The International Affairs Committee exists to provide a focal point for 
the international dimension of the work of Faculty members – both 
individually and through their involvement with International bodies. 
We seek to support and highlight the work of Fellows, to engage 
with International Rehabilitation organisations and to support training 
initiatives in our region.

Many of these initiatives go unrecognised but can be inspiring to other 
Fellows. Please write to the committee with any information, initiatives, 
or requests for assistance by regional bodies. 

Congratulations to A/Prof Friedbert Kohler who is the recently 

appointed Secretary of the International Board of ISPO (The 
International Society of Prosthetics and Orthotics).

World Congresses in Australia

Following the highly successful World Congress of NeuroRehabilitation 
in Melbourne we now await the next international foray by the Faculty. 
The next possibility appears to be the ISPRM meeting but the rebuild of 
the Sydney Convention Centre has delayed plans to bid at this time. 

Plans to move from a triennial to a biennial world congress and 
the emergence of a more powerful Asia-Oceania regional grouping 
(AOSPRM) will make our desire for the meeting to come to Australia in 
the future more attainable.

Greg Bowring
Chair International Affairs Committee

Council Committees
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Queensland

2013 Registrar Positions

The application process for 2013 Training positions has been 
oversubscribed this year.  We have a number of very capable applicants 
for training positions who will, unfortunately, not get an offer to 
commence training next year. 

We have again used the RACP Match process to assist in allocating 
applicants to hospital positions. We continue to make minor adjustments 
to the system to make it more suitable for our needs.

The Strategic Plan for the Branch has been distributed to all Fellows and 
trainees. The first reports are due in March next year.

Congratulations to the trainees who were successful in their Final 
Clinical Examination: Phong Nguyen, Phoebe Slape and Juan Rois-
Gnecco.  Commiserations to those who were unsuccessful in their 
efforts.  We wish them the best for their preparations for next year's 
exam.

Michael Johnson
Chair

South Australia

There was a change of office bearers following the Annual Members 
Meeting in February with Drs Nigel Quadros and Chooi Lam elected 
as the joint secretaries and Dr Andrew Wilkinson as the state training 
coordinator. The excellent work done by the outgoing committee, 
headed by Dr James Rice as Chair, Dr Adrian Winsor (Treasurer) and 
Dr Lydia Huang (Training Coordinator) is much appreciated.

Statewide Rehabilitation Clinical Network

The Network recently launched Rehabilitation Models of Care for 
Amputees, Acquired Brain Injury and Spinal Cord Injury.  They will now 
work closely with Local Health Networks to support implementation. 
Additionally, a draft of the Complex & Progressive Neurological 
Conditions Rehabilitation Model of Care is complete and discussions 
are under way to develop effective strategies for the best management 
of these patients in the community. 

The Network continues to liaise with Modbury Hospital and 
the Northern Adelaide Local Health Network regarding the 
implementation of their rehabilitation service. Their ambulatory service 
is now operational from the Modbury GP Super Clinic, in addition to 
the new Amputee Rehabilitation clinic. 

The Network’s Telerehabilitation Workgroup has commenced work 
on the development of clinical protocols and processes for progressing 
sustainable telerehabilitation services. Country Health SA also have 
a workgroup looking at systems to ensure the most efficient use of 
teleconferencing facilities. 

Training matters

The South Australian Medical Careers Expo was held at the Adelaide 
Hilton in May. The AFRM SA branch ran a booth at this Expo with 
the RACP providing good exposure to the many participants on 
Rehabilitation Medicine training.

South Australia has continued with monthly education sessions prior 
to the Bi-National Training Program video sessions and this has proved 
to be a successful arrangement.  We are delighted with the recent 
Fellowship written examination results with all three South Australian 
candidates achieving a pass.  The Module 2 examination also delivered 
good results with five out of six candidates achieving a pass.  A 15 
station Fellowship practice OSCE was conducted on 21 July in Adelaide 
attended by three local and nine interstate candidates. 

The branch appreciates the hard work done by Drs Andrew Wilkinson 
and Venugopal Kochiyil in organizing this OSCE and the many Fellows 
and trainees who volunteered on a Saturday morning. 

Congratulations to Drs Abang Hepnie and Kirrily Holton for completing 
their fellowship examinations. We also congratulate Dr Kirrily Holton 
for her election as the chair of the AFRM trainee committee and as a 
member of the AFRM Council.

Interviews for 2013 training positions were conducted on 14 August. 
The selection will be done by a computer matching process.

Charitha Perera
Chair

Branch Reports
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Lower Limb Prosthetics Course – Prince of Wales Hospital, NSW
26 – 30 November 2012

The Prince of Wales Hospital, in association with the University of New South Wales, presents the annual Lower Limb Prosthetics Course 
on the above dates.

The course is designed for allied health practitioners/registrars, prosthetists and rehabilitation specialists involved in management of lower 
limb amputee clients ranging from paediatrics to geriatrics.

Delivered over a five day period the course includes practical group workshops and tutorials.  A detailed instructional text with latest 
references is supplied to participants.

An examination will be based on material supplied and the content delivered during the course.

A certificate will be given on completion of the course.

Venue:  Orthopaedic Research Lab Lecture Theatre
   Level 1, Prince of Wales Hospital
   RANDWICK. NSW

Cost:  $880 (including GST) 

Contact: Flor Hajjar
   Tel.:  (02) 9382 5847
   Fax:  (02) 9382 5620
   Email:  Flor.Hajjar@SESIAHS.HEALTH.NSW.GOV.AU
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Lower Limb Prosthetics Course – Caulfield Hospital, Victoria
4 – 8 March 2013

The course has been designed to comprehensively educate participants on best practice rehabilitation methods and prosthetic techniques 
for lower limb amputees.

The educational needs of trainees in Rehabilitation Medicine and health professionals will be addressed.

Course content will include a balance of theory and clinical practice to be presented by professionals working in the fields of education and 
amputee service provision.

Venue:  Caulfield Hospital 
   Ashley Ricketson Centre Gate 2
   Kooyong Road,
   Caulfield, VIC, 3162
   (Mel Ref: Map 67 K3)

Cost:  Early bird special:  
   Prior to 30 November: $950
   Closing 31 January: $1100
   Includes lunches & refreshments

Places are limited - Email: prostheticsandorthotics-admin@cgmc.org.au
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The extent to which we need to prepare our patients with detailed 
knowledge of their bodies, treatments and therapies to take into 
adulthood was made explicit.  Many thanks to Barry for sharing his insights 
so generously.

The next teleconference for the Paediatric Rehabilitation SIG is on 20 
September with 22 November scheduled as the final meeting for the year. 

Dr Katherine Langdon
Chair 

Prosthetics and Orthotics SIG Report

Review of funding of the Prosthetic Limb Scheme in NSW 

Area Health Districts are currently being asked to contribute members to 
a tender panel as part of the response to the Review of the PLS in NSW. 
This is primarily aimed at some reform of the Interim Limb provision 
arrangements. I have not seen a broad response to the Review as a 
whole.

Orthotics training

Please note the upcoming one day workshop on orthotic management 
of stroke organised by ISPO and presented in Canberra on Friday 30 
November and again in Melbourne on Monday 3 December. Both 
international and local experts are on the bill. Please check the e-bulletin 
for the full advertisement, which ran in early August. Don’t delay, numbers 
are limited.

Subsidised Medical Grade Footwear Rules in NSW

A document has been prepared by SIG members, which will form the 
basis of our request for a review of the existing guidelines, which currently 
exclude many people with foot deformities who cannot wear off the shelf 
footwear.

Accreditation of Prosthetic Prescribers

A member recently raised the issue of Enable (Ministry of Heath NSW) 
taking on the role of accrediting prosthetic prescribers.  He observed that 
this is rightly the role of the Faculty/College and is not something which 
we should allow government departments to subsume without taking 
a stand.  We will seek State Branch and Faculty Council support for this 
position. 

A similar problem has arisen where a non Rehabilitation Physician has 
sought prescribing rights under the NSW PLS. While a few experienced 
non Rehabilitation Physician prescribers were grandfathered into the 
prescriber lists when they were set up some years ago we believe that 
only Rehabilitation Physicians are specifically trained to be prosthetic 
prescribers.

AFRM ASM 2013

The SIG will be represented on the organising Committee of the Faculty 
ASM in 2013 and will be planning  a session at the meeting focusing on 
Partial Foot Amputation – its incidence, prevention and management.

Greg Bowring
Chair 

Mind SIG report

Recent Mind SIG activities have included a webinar by Dr Robin 
Youngson on ‘Compassion in Healthcare’ which was held on Wednesday 
8 August.  Dr Youngson presented compelling evidence on the benefits 
of providing compassionate care, in terms of providing better health 
outcomes for patients, as well as improved wellbeing and lower rates of 
burnout for healthcare professionals.

We will be holding our Annual Members Meeting at the end of the year.

Dr Barbara Hannon
Chair

Musculoskeletal Medicine, Pain Medicine  
& Occupational Rehabilitation SIG Report

20 Trainees, ranging from Year 1 to Year 4, attended the MSK SIG 
Musculoskeletal Examination Workshop in Geelong on 21 July.  The 
workshop is an annual event convened by the SIG to ensure FCE 
candidates can polish their skills prior to the exam and also for pre-FCE 
trainees to learn effective skills. 

The workshop was run by Victorian Fellows Dr Michael Vagg and Dr 
Saleem Khan, and had a novel format this year.  In the morning session, 
there were some didactic, lecture-type presentations but the afternoon 
session was conducted in small groups, with an expert physiotherapist 
for each group, demonstrating techniques and critiquing the trainees 
on their skills. This format seemed to be very successful and certainly 
led to many conversations that continued into the breaks and after the 
workshop. 

On behalf of the SIG and the trainees I would like to thank the Barwon 
Health physiotherapists involved for giving up their time on a Saturday 
afternoon. It was an excellent example of interdisciplinary learning. 

Michael Vagg 
Executive Member

Paediatric Rehabilitation Special Interest Group 

The Paediatric SIG met in Queensland on 1 June 2012 at the 
Australasian Academy of Cerebral Palsy and Developmental Medicine 
(AusACPDM) Conference for the Annual Members Meeting.  Discussion 
regarding the drafting of Paediatric Standards for Inpatient Rehabilitation 
dominated proceedings.  

At the invitation of David Murphy, the Paediatric Rehabilitation and 
Rural and Remote SIGs combined for a teleconference on the topic of 
transition where we were privy to a workshop presentation given by 
Barry Rawicki .  This stimulated considerable discussion.  As an urban 
clinician practising paediatric rehabilitation, it is clear that after transition 
the care of children and adolescents with disabilities is provided by 
practitioners who often work in isolation.  

The teleconference participants expressed interest in issues of sexuality 
and fertility being addressed in a more general rehabilitation forum in 
the future.  There was also interest in identifying what is known about 
the best methods of maintaining functional skills and activities into 
adulthood.  

Special Interest Group Reports
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10-13 Oct 2012 4th International Cerebral Palsy Conference - ICPC - Pisa, Italy
www.cp2012.it

10-13 Oct 2012 8th World Stroke Congress - WSO - Brasilia, Brazil
http://www2.kenes.com/stroke/pages/home.aspx

18-20 Oct 2012 26th Annual Congress of P&RM - SOFMER - Toulouse, France
www.atout-org.com/sofmer2012/

19-20 Oct 2012 The National Spina Bifida Conference titled "Australian Masterclass" - Sydney, Australia
http://www.nswspinabifidacollab.org.au/index.html

19-20 Oct 2012 5th National Spinal Cord Injury Conference 2012 - Toronto, Canada
http://www.torontorehab.com/Events/Corporate-Events/4th-National-Spinal-Cord-Injury-Conference.aspx

24-27 Oct 2012 ANZSCoS 2012 Annual Scientific Meeting: SCI New Approaches and Challenges - Melbourne, Australia
http://www.dcconferences.com.au/anzscos2012/

28-30 Oct 2012 Australia Falls Prevention Conference - ANZFPS - Adelaide
http://www.anzfallsprevention.org/conferences.html

14-16 Nov 2012 International Conference on NeuroRehabilitation - ICNR - Toledo, Spain
www.icnr2012.org

15-18 Nov 2012 73rd Annual Assembly - AAPM&R - Atlanta, USA
www.aapmr.org

18-19 Nov 2012 The Power of Touch - ARNA - Hobart
victas@arna.com.au

20-23 Nov 2012 Ageing- Challenging the Boundaries- 45th National Conference - Australian Association of Gerontology - Brisbane
www.aagconference.com

1-5 Dec 2012 2nd International Rehabilitation Forum World Conference & 7th BPMRCON2012 - IRF - Dhaka, Bangladesh
http://www.rehabforum.org/bangfront.html

4-6 Dec 2012 7th UK Stroke Forum Conference - Stroke Association - Harrogate, UK
www.ukstrokeforum.org/

4-7 Feb 2013 14th WorldCongress - ISPO - Hyderabad, India
http://www.ispoint.org/

6-10 Mar 2013 11th International Conference on Alzheimers and Parkinsons Diseases - AD/PD - Florence, Italy
www2.kenes.com/adpd/pages/home.aspx

26-29 May 2013 RACP Congress - Perth
www.racpcongress2013.com.au

16-20 June 2013 7th World Congress - ISPRM - Beijing, China
www.isprm2013.org

1-4 Oct 2013 World Parkinson Congress - WPC - Montreal, Canada
www.worldpdcongress.org

Conference Calendar

2012

2013

(This calendar is not a comprehensive list of all conferences relating to Rehabilitation Medicine)
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The Royal Australasian College of Physicians invites you to attend the RACP Future Directions  
in Health Congress 2013 in Perth.

Mark 26-29 May 2013 in your diary now.

Visit www.racpcongress2013.com.au or call (61 3) 9645 6311 for further information.

MEDICO-LEGAL REGISTER

From time to time enquiries are received from solicitors and others asking for the names of Faculty Fellows willing to 
take on medico-legal work.  Many years ago a list of Fellows 'in favour of being on a register to perform medico-legal 
work' was compiled and published.  We would like to update this list but require authorisation from each Fellow who 
wants to be listed.

If you want to be included on the 2012 Medico-Legal Register, please complete the cutout form below and send it the 
Faculty Office by 30 November 2012 or send an email with your expression of interest to: afrm@racp.edu.au   

AFRM Medico-Legal Register 2012 - Only include information to be published:

Surname  ……………………………………….
 
Given Names ……………………………………….

Preferred Address ……………………………………….

Telephone (    )        ……………………………. Fax (    )        …………………………….

Email  .……………………………………… 

I would like to be included on the register of AFRM Fellows available to perform medico-legal work.  

My area/s of specialty is/are  ………………………………………………………………..………

I authorise the AFRM to provide this information to privacy-compliant parties offering employment opportunities, which 
in the Faculty’s determination, may be relevant and appropriate to me as a Fellow of the Faculty.

Signature:……………………………………..

Return to: 
AFRM, 145 Macquarie Street, Sydney  NSW  2000  
Fax:     (02) 9251 7476  |  Email:  afrm@racp.edu.au 
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